We can study developmental processes - from a single fertilised egg cell all the way to a complex multicellular organism - at single cell resolution. Waddington’s epigenetic landscape has become an iconic representation of cellular differentiation process, and new types of experimental single cell data allow us to quantify these landscapes and the gene regulatory networks underlying cellular development. While the role of noise in cell biology has been amply documented, the repercussions of stochasticity on the landscape and the differentiation dynamics has received only scant attention. Here I will show that noise shapes the landscape profoundly and is even capable of changing qualitative features of the cell differentiation dynamics. I will illustrate how we can reconstruct and analyse landscapes and the underlying gene regulation dynamics from single cell data. Cellular phylodynamic approaches allow us to these changing landscapes and networks to cell lineage trees in order to understand the cell fate decision making dynamics in complex multicellular organisms.
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